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Commodity Outlook
Grains & Oilseeds

Prices to find support – at home, from dry conditions and abroad, from wet across the US – and we expect global
spreads for higher protein wheat to open.

Dairy

Official signals from dairy companies confirm farmgate milk prices are improving in the 2019/20 season.

Beef

We expect prices to ease further into winter, as pasture growth slows and feed remains limited.

Sheepmeat

Rabobank expects prices to rise to at least the peaks of last season, based on limited supply of lambs, strong
export markets, and a depreciation of the Australian dollar.

Sugar

Rabobank maintains a bullish view on sugar, forecasting prices to reach above 400 AUD/tonne by late 2019.

Cotton

US-China trade war escalation is bad news for ICE Cotton futures, but good news for local basis.

Wool

With supply of lambs running short, more producers may sell down sheep, impacting wool production.

Wine

Rabobank expects China’s wine import market to remain in a state of adjustment into Q3 2019.

Horticulture

The US-China trade war will continue to underpin market opportunities for Australian almond exports across 2019.

Land

A lack of available properties on the market will continue to support price growth in agricultural land markets.

Water

We expect opening season allocations across the Southern Murray Darling Basin to be very low in 2019/20.

Fertiliser

If rains arrive, a flurry of hand-to-mouth purchases may elevate local prices.

FX

We lower our expectations further and now look for the AUD to hit USc 66 by May 2020.

Oil

We expect Brent to hit USD 75/bbl in the weeks ahead, on rising seasonal demand and geopolitical tensions.

Moist May Brings Some Eastern Relief
Relative root zone soil moisture, May 2019

A major cold front that lashed parts of the eastern states at the
beginning of May bought critical moisture to regions heavily
impacted by drought last season. Follow-up rain has continued to
replenish soil moisture levels and enabled farmers to continue to
progress towards completing their planned programmes for the winter
crop. While the rain was good news, a majority of east coast cropping
regions still lie well below five-year average year-to-date rainfall.
On the west coast, conditions are very dry, with the exception of the
Esperance region. Soil moisture is critically low, in particular in the
northern ag region. Geraldton has only registered 5.4mm year-to-date.

Source: BOM 2019
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No Clouds on the Horizon
In its latest forecast, released mid-May, the Bureau of Meteorology (BOM)
downgraded the ENSO outlook from ‘El Niño alert’ to ‘El Niño watch’. Patterns
associated with an El Niño are showing signs of weakening.
While the threat of an El Niño has eased, this doesn’t discount the possibility of
another year of well below-average rainfall for the eastern states. BOM’s threemonth outlook rates the chance of reaching median rainfall for a majority of the
eastern states below 40%. This forecast is primarily based on the expectation for
higher-than-usual
atmospheric pressure over the eastern and southern states in
What to watch
the coming months, which will repel cold fronts further south.
XXX| XXX
BOM has forecast the Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) to become positive during winter.
Traditionally, a positive IOD brings dry conditions to southern and central Australia.

Three-month outlook, May-July 2019

Source: BOM 2019

El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) & Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) Outlook

Source: BOM 2019

Source: BOM 2019

First Imports in 12 Years, a Sign of Dry
times, and Dry Outlook
In perhaps the clearest sign yet of how depleted domestic grain stocks are and how bleak the season
outlook is, Australia will receive its first bulk shipment of wheat in 12 years during June.
The Australian Department of Agriculture has issued a permit for the importation of 57,000 tonnes of highprotein Canadian wheat to Port Kembla and use at Nowra, on the NSW south coast. This is a significant event,
but does not signal the beginning of a grain import market – we do not see this changing market pricing
fundamentally due to the size of the shipment, our estimate of the landed cost in Australia, and because the
department will continue to assess applications on a shipment-by-shipment basis. That said, it does present a
lid on milling grain values – guided by global prices, freight, and the cost of complying with permit conditions.
Local grain prices will continue to trade at the mercy of the weather in coming weeks and still be driven by feed
demand. Season opening rains across Victoria and southern NSW had pushed basis lower during the first half of
May, before weather concerns again moved markets higher. Irrespective of how the season pans out, we
expect east coast basis to continue to trade above average while stocks rebuild.
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Grains &
Oilseeds

Following no summer rain and no season opening rains, the majority of WA cropping regions are extremely dry.
Adding to the pain, APW wheat (KWI) dipped below AUD 260 AUD/tonne this month, for the first time since
Dec 2017, reflecting a decline in global values. However, CBOT is now up 14% MOM , supported by excessive
rain and winter crop disease concerns in the US. This has assisted APW (KWI) back above AUD 290/tonne.
Russian export values remain at 20 month lows - their forecast 2nd largest wheat crop on record will keep global
wheat values in check for the balance of the year but we do expect protein spreads to open.
Global oilseed markets continued down during May as the US-China trade war escalated, a further USD 16bn in
US farm support was announced, and with an increasingly likely record Brazilian soybean harvest. Non-GM AU
canola prices will have more support over the coming 12 months, with lower Australian production again on
the cards and the EU’s rapeseed harvest set to deliver the fewest tonnes in five years.

What to watch
•

•

More wheat imports. The Department of Agriculture is currently assessing another ten import permits
for canola, sorghum, and wheat from Canadian and US origin. Permits for grain to be used away from
port/coastal areas – especially those not for milling – are expected to be significantly more difficult to
obtain/costly to comply with.
Rabobank Winter Crop Outlook. Our comprehensive winter crop outlook will be released in late
May/early June and will contain our view on prices, crop composition, and export potential.

Wheat Basis Bounce Following Dry Start
APW Wheat Basis, May 2018-May 2019

Non-GM Canola (NWC), ICE Canola, & Matif
Rapeseed, May 2018-May 2019
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Milk Flows Tumble in All Regions
Oceania commodity prices remain firm during a quieter trading period. Milk production seasonals
are winding down quickly in Australia and New Zealand. Markets are focused on the northern
hemisphere and the respective spring peak in May. Data confirms milk production is improving from
earlier in the year. EU milk production for March 2019 was higher by 1.1%. This compares to February
2019 production, weaker by 0.3% YOY. US milk production remains modest, with April production up
just 0.1% in April.
Australian milk production tumbles again. Milk production was down 13.7% in March, vs. the
previous year. There were falls in milk production across all dairy regions. This brings season-to-date
milk production down 7.3%, to 7.4bn litres. This represents a drop of 580m litres on the previous
season. Rabobank is expecting this season to finish down 8%, at 8.5bn litres. Meanwhile, New Zealand
milk production was down 7.7% in April 2019 (on a milksolids basis) and finished only 2.3% higher vs.
the previous season. On the milk volume basis, this was 540m litres more.
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More rainfall is needed. There has been some rainfall in early stages of May, but more will be needed.
The latest outlook for rainfall from the Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) is for a drier winter. For irrigators
in the Murray dairy region, there hasn’t been any improvement in the outlook for seasonal
determinations in 2019/20.
Official milk price signals continue to flow for the 2019/20 season. In recent weeks, Fonterra
Australian announced results of its fixed milk price, at AUD 6.80/kgMS. Burra Foods has announced a
full-year forecast range of AUD 6.40/kgMS to AUD 6.70/kgMS. Bulla has a forecast bandwidth of
AUD 6.60/kgMS to AUD 7.00/kgMS. More official opening and forecast prices from some of the other
larger players are expected by mid-June.

What to watch

Dairy

•

Manufacturing plant closures. Fonterra has announced plans to close the Dennington plant in
Western Victoria. While this is a small step towards right-sizing the processing sector, given the
prevailing milk pool, it does not resolve this whole-of-industry challenge.

•

Next step in the Lion Dairy & Drinks sale process. The Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission (ACCC) has requested submission by end of May regarding the proposed acquisition
of Lion’s specialty cheese business by Saputo Dairy Australia.

EU Milk Flows Return to Growth
Global dairy prices, 2014-2019
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Impact of Earlier Cow Liquidation
Now Starting to Bite
Continuing what has been the trend for the season, prices rose in late May, after some rain, but
subsequently fell again. Without substantial rain across the states, producer demand is insufficient to
hold prices up, and this situation is likely to continue through into spring. After reaching
AUD 4.99/kg cwt on 9 May, the EYCI fell back to AUD 4.68/kg cwt on 23 May. With BOM forecasting a
less than 50% chance for much of eastern Australia receiving average rainfall in June, we expect prices
to ease further into winter as pasture growth slows and feed remains limited.
Meat and Livestock weekly slaughter reports show slaughter numbers jumping at the beginning of
May, following shorter slaughter weeks towards the end of April. For most states, the weekly kill was
the same or higher than the year before for most of May. Cattle slaughter in March (734,500 head)
was 14% higher than March 2018. Female slaughter reached 58% of the total slaughter. This is the
highest level in over 40 years, and surpasses the high numbers seen in 2014 and 2015.
Angus Gidley-Baird
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April beef exports (98,647 tonnes swt) were up 12% on April 2018, with ongoing high slaughter
export markets required to absorb more volume. Volumes to the key markets of China, South Korea,
and the US have all seen growth for exports year-to-date in April. Japan has declined 7%. The US has
seen a strong increase this year, up 15% YTD.
Live exports continue to perform well, up 11% YTD in April, at 340,797 head. Lower Australian cattle
prices are supporting feedlot margins in Indonesia. Rabobank also believes that, following the recent
civil servant wage increase, Indonesian demand should continue to perform well.

What to watch

Beef

•

High female numbers in kill. The proportion of females in the total kill reached 58% in March –
the highest number in over 40 years. While female kill numbers are higher than 2018, with the
forced sale of cows, this number is also reflective of lower male slaughter – down 3% YTD in
March. The lower male slaughter highlights the contraction of the breeding herd and is an
indication of what lower cattle supply we might see in the coming years.

Prices Ease, but Male Stock Slaughter
Numbers Are Evidence of Reduced Breeders
EYCI rises on rain, then falls again

Declining male cattle slaughter reflective of lower
breeding numbers in 2017 and 2018
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Prices Up… Then up Again
Lamb prices continue on their altitude-defying run of increases. Prices are currently at the highest
levels ever seen for this time of year, and – if normal seasonality is to hold true – we are still a couple
of months off the peak of the season. The ESTLI broke through the AUD 8/kg cwt mark in late May
and was AUD 8.29/kg cwt as of 23 May. The limited supply of lambs, strong export market, and a
depreciation in the dollar all support prices continuing to rise to at least the peaks of last season.
The increase seen in US import prices for Australian lamb through 2018 and into 2019 suggests that
there is still room to move higher and even beyond the prices received last year.
Meat and Livestock weekly slaughter numbers show that lamb and sheep slaughter numbers for
early May jumped on the previous weeks, which were shorter slaughter weeks with public holidays.
For the remainder of May, slaughter numbers on the east coast were generally down for both lambs
and sheep – approximately 10% lower than the same time in 2018. Lamb slaughter numbers (1.97m
head) for March were down 1% YOY. Sheep slaughter (834,000 head) are up 22% YOY. The decline in
March, indicative reports from May, and higher prices all suggest that lamb supply is becoming quite
limited and may run down much earlier in the season than normal.
Angus Gidley-Baird
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Lamb exports for April (27,540 tonnes swt) were up 22% on 2018 figures. Sheepmeat exports
(14,675 tonnes swt) were up 27% YOY. Reflecting the strong demand from the US and a weaker
Australian dollar, lamb exports to the US were up 23% YOY, and sheepmeat exports were up 105%
for the month of April. While live sheep exports out of WA destined for the Middle East for the first
four months of 2019 have been up 82% on 2018 volumes, they are not unusual, being closer to the
volumes seen in 2016 and 2017. The industry-imposed three-month ban on live sheep exports
commences in June.

What to watch

Sheepmeat

•

Lamb slaughter. Slaughter numbers for March show lamb slaughter down 1%, while indicative
slaughter reports from May show lamb slaughter down about 10% YOY. Indications are that
lamb supply might run out much earlier in the season this year. This will cause a strong upside
for lamb prices, and is also expected to result in strong upside for sheep and goat prices.

Prices Keep Climbing as Slaughter Numbers
Show Supply Becoming Limited
Eastern States Trade Lamb Indicator rises and
rises again

Lamb slaughter showing signs of decline
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Heavy Stocks Weigh on Markets
India’s second consecutive record harvest, and subsequent heavy stocks, provides a worried tone
of global markets. ICE #11 Raw Sugar prices have dipped USc 12/lb through May as a result, taking
Australian cash prices to AUD 360/tonne to AUD 370/tonne. The major concern is that India’s
considerable crop, and swelling domestic stocks, will need to find a home. Additional exports seem a
viable option, although one which will hurt other exporters – namely Brazil and Australia. Australia’s
crushing season will start in earnest across Queensland this month. Rabobank anticipates 34m
tonnes of cane to be crushed through the 2019 season.
Rabobank maintains a bullish view on sugar into next season, forecasting prices to reach above
400 AUD/tonne by late 2019. A modest 1.9m-tonne global supply surplus is forecast this season,
followed by a 3.6m-tonne deficit in 2019/20. Furthermore, speculative players hold a significant
volume of bearish bets which, in our view, could drive a rebound in the event of a weather or
geopolitical issue. Recent depreciation in the AUD (vs. the USD) has been a friendly force through
May – Rabobank forecasts further losses in the AUD/USD, to 0.66 in the 12-month period.
Charles Clack
Commodity Analyst
Sugar and Cotton
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Late cane development and low sugar prices are impacting the start of the Brazilian harvest, with
ethanol production remaining in favour. The first half of May saw Brazil process
38.6m tonnes of cane, down 9.7% YOY, with the cumulative crush down by almost a fifth. The sugar
mix is reported at 3 points YOY, at 32.3%, as mills continue to favour ethanol production. This slow
start raises broader questions over Brazilian 2019/20 output – ongoing issues with cane quality, plus a
lower sugar mix, from the world’s largest exporter could soon shift market sentiment.

What to watch

Sugar

•

The largest development by far is how India responds to its huge harvest and swelling stocks.
Additional exports will need mandates, and likely support, from the government following recent
elections – Rabobank will be monitoring this closely.

•

The shift of protected sugar producers from net importer to exporters marks a significant
milestone. Rabobank’s Global Sugar Strategist, Andy Duff, highlights the significance of this in our
most recent article, Crossing the Line: New Challenges for Sugar.

Record Indian Production Exaggerates the
Global Sugar Glut
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Brazil brings some medium-term optimism to global sugar prices as ethanol production is
favoured (over sugar production) by mills to start the season.
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A second consecutive record harvest raises Indian
stocks, but what does this mean for exports?
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Despite recent weakness, sugar prices are forecast
to appreciate in AUD/tonne terms

Trade Wars Trigger Price Tumble
Escalation in the US-China trade dispute triggered a turbulent month for prices, with 2019 cash
values falling from AUD 640/bale to sub-AUD 600/bale. Prices on the ICE#2 futures fell a staggering
14% through May, as fresh tariffs between the US and China raised serious concerns over future US
export demand. While negative for the US, the outcome is actually positive for Australia, who – along
with Brazil – should see ongoing Chinese trade inquiry. China is forecast to return as the world’s
largest importer this season, while expanding on imports next season. Rabobank now anticipates a
prolonged trade war to elevate local basis levels, keeping 2019 prices at AUD 600/bale to
AUD 620/bale.
Fresh 2019/20 season projections show a supply outlook next season, with world ex. China stocks
set to reach new records. These USDA forecasts highlight strong Brazilian, US, and Indian production
next season, which drive a surge in exportable world supplies. West African exports, at almost
5m bales in 2019/20, are rapidly becoming ‘one to watch’. On the demand side, global consumption
is forecast to remain tepid – growing just 2% to 3% in 2019/20, led primarily by South-East Asia.
Worryingly, the US risks building stocks to 12-year highs – driven by favourable growing conditions
and softer export demand. These factors will keep international prices in check, below USc 72/lb on a
quarterly basis into next season.
Charles Clack
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China counted itself as Australia’s largest cotton buyer through Q1 2019, purchasing
510,000 bales (227kg). Bangladesh and Indonesia came second and third, purchasing a relatively
minimal 10,000 bales and 8,000 bales respectively – not surprising given the availability and
competitive nature of US cotton. Domestic picking is now reaching its late stages, with operations
continuing through NSW. Reports highlight a larger relative proportion of unsold crop being dryland,
which is tending to face some quality issues.

What to watch

Cotton

•

US acreage is under question. The Trump Administration’s decision to subsidise US soybean
and corn growers could see some last-minute switching out of cotton. Furthermore, heavy
rainfall across the US Delta has made for challenging planting conditions.

•

The 2019/20 Australian crop will be made, or broken, by autumn/winter rainfall. Without this
relief, water availability will increasingly remain tight, driving up prices in the water market and
cutting cotton acres for a second consecutive year.

Trade War Worries Quash US Demand
Prospects, Driving the ICE to sub-USc 70/lb
ICE #2 futures tumble through May, to USc 65/lb
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Global exportable supplies are set to expand to record levels in 2019/20, with the US, Brazil and India
all set to expand production YOY amid a tepid demand outlook

Prices Drop Amid Uncertainty
Wool prices fell through May, amid some global uncertainty and South Africa returning to the
Chinese market. The EMI fell 6% through the month, from AUc 1,955/kg to AUc 1,833/kg on
24 May. Premiums for finer micron wools remain under pressure, although they did recover
slightly towards the end of the month.
A number of reasons are believed to have contributed to the drop in prices. China re-granted
access to South African wool, after closing the market earlier this year. While South African
production is a fraction of Australia’s, the ability to source wool from another location creates a
downside risk for Australian prices. The other contributor is the easing of the Chinese economy
and the ongoing trade dispute with the US. President Trump’s decision to impose further tariffs
on Chinese goods on 10 May did include wool products, but it did not include wool clothing. A
depreciation of the Australian dollar, below USc 70, should have supported exports, but the
Chinese renminbi also depreciated against the US dollar, reducing much of the benefit of the
AUD depreciation.
Angus Gidley-Baird
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AWTA test data shows the number of bales tested in April was down 10.6% on 2018. The
incomplete data for May shows the number of bales tested down 34.7%, compared to the
previous year. With ongoing dry conditions and increased sheep slaughter numbers (March
sheep slaughter was up 22% YOY), wool tested is down 12.5%, to 296,936 tonnes greasy wt.

angus.gidley-baird@rabobank.com

What to watch
•

Wool

Sheep slaughter. With supply of lambs running short and high prices in global markets,
pressure – in the form of high prices for sheep – may encourage more sheep producers to sell
down more sheep…. causing sheep numbers to drop beyond expectations, given the dry
conditions. This will have an impact on future breeding capacity and wool production.

Wool Prices Drop, and Premiums for Finer Wools
Remain Tight
EMI dips amid uncertainty

Price premiums for finer wools remain tight
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Import Market Changes in 2019
Import demand from New Zealand, Australia’s sixth-largest market, remains strong, but increasing
competition exists from French wines, as well as from producers across Europe and South America.
China’s import volumes continued to decline in Q1 2019. Rabobank expects China will remain
unsettled over 2019, but countries with an FTA are placed well to navigate these changing tides.
Demand for Australian wines in New Zealand, Australia’s sixth-largest export market, remains strong,
with Australia continuing to dominate wine import volumes in NZ. Total export volumes of Australian
wines to NZ are tracking at a similar level to that of the year to end-June 2018, with imports of bulk
wine still representing the majority share.
NZ’s imports of French wine have experienced a marked increase of over 170% since 2009, led by the
sparkling category, with a tripling of imported volumes and value since 2009. Wines from other
countries such as Chile, Portugal, and Spain have made inroads into the NZ market in the past 12
months – more volume has come to the global market, with competitive value facilitating increased
imports – allowing blending of both varietals and countries of origin – for the NZ domestic market.
Hayden Higgins
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Meanwhile, imports of wine into China continue to slow, down by 24.3% YOY for the first quarter of
2019. Intensified competition in the low-end or value segment of the market is also occurring.
Consumers still retain a thirst for imported wines and countries that hold FTAs have fared better than
those without. Importers and distributors are favouring imported wines where an FTA exists, which
provides more favourable terms and the ability to achieve a higher pricing margin.
Rabobank expects the Chinese wine market will remain in a period of adjustment into Q3, as the
impacts of the trade war flow into the economy amid continued competition in the value segment.

What to watch

Wine

•

US wine exports. China has added a further 15% tariff to US wine imports, reportedly taking total
tariffs and taxes to 93% on US wine imports to China. The US will seek alternative markets for
volumes that may have gone to China under a ‘normalised’ trading situation.

New Zealand Imports of Australian Wine
Australian exports to New Zealand, volume
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2019 exports of Australian wine to New Zealand are ahead of 2018 volumes by around 9% YOY to 31 March.

Competition and Opportunity
Australian citrus exports continue to favour Asian markets, and Chinese demand continues to be
the focus for Australian orange exporters. Increased supply and export competition from other
exporters is contributing to a flattening average per kilo price for oranges in China. Almond
exporters can expect to continue to capitalise on the US-China trade war across the 2019/20 year.
Australian citrus exports continue to favour Asian markets as importers seek high-quality fruit that also
meets counter-seasonal supply – to both domestic production, where relevant, and supply between
the northern and southern hemisphere. Australian export volumes have risen by around a third in the
past ten years, with the destination mix skewed to China.
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The overall market value of Chinese imports of oranges from all suppliers grew at a modest pace in the
nine months to March 2019. Overall import volumes have increased, leading to a flat average price per
kilogram for imported oranges as global supply has increased, particularly from South Africa. South
Africa remains a key supplier of oranges to China, with a sustained period of planting for orange
production occurring since 2005. Subsequently, export volumes are steadily increasing, with reports of
declining average returns in South Africa as this volume growth comes into the global marketplace.
China’s imports from Australia increased above total market for the same period, with Australia
maintaining a price premium over South Africa in China.
Elsewhere, the ongoing trade spat between the US and China will enable Australian almond exporters
to continue to bed down increased almond exports to China. Existing almond tariffs on US almonds are
to remain unchanged currently. The Almond Board of California reports that a new tariff on US roasted
almonds will be implemented under the new round of tariffs announced by China in May 2019.

What to watch

Horticulture



European avocado consumption growth. The World Avocado Organization reports that it expects
European consumption per capita to match the US within eight years. This will be welcome news
for Australian avocado exporters, as domestic production volumes increase and export strategies
evolve to cater for this. Any increase in European demand will cater for larger volumes of fruit from
South American exporters, who also compete with Australia across Asia.

Asian Market Growth Continues for
Citrus Exports
Orange exports, share of value (AUD) by key market
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Similar to many fresh export categories for Australia, China’s import demand continues to skew the
destination mix for Australian orange exports.

Price Strength to Persist Despite Dry
If the dry start to the season continues, a lack of available properties on the market will continue to
support price growth of agricultural land markets this year.
In the scenario that dry weather persists, we expect the number of transactions to remain at, or
near, the low levels seen during 2018. During periods of drought, sellers are reluctant to put
properties on the market. Firstly, because properties are in worse condition than they otherwise could
be, and secondly, because buyers will be bidding, knowing they will not get a return for the
proceeding season.
Should the season improve, we expect an increased number of properties to come on to the market.
In this scenario, we would expect that demand too will increase, which would limit any negative
impact on prices.
Demand for land has increased, following the record low reached in Q4 2018. The latest available data
from the Rabobank rural confidence survey (Q1 2019) indicates that the share of farmers intending to
purchase a property in the next 12 months has increased 1.1% since Q’4 18, to 4.7%. This remains
historically low, well below the 7.1% from Q1 2018. Demand is nearly entirely a product of operating
profit and farmer confidence.
Despite the dry conditions over the past 12 months, according to the latest survey data from ABARES,
some states reported significant growth – in NSW, reported average farmland value to 30 June 2018
increased by 15.4% (compared to 2% in FY 2017), and South Australia saw 10.9% growth (18.6% FY
2017). Negative growth was reported in the Northern Territory, of -1% (26% FY 2017).
Rabobank will release its annual ag land report in July.

Agricultural
Land

What to watch
•

RBA rate cut. In a speech on 21 May, the governor stated that the bank would consider the case for
cutting the overnight cash rate. Despite already being at ten-year lows, a rate cut will influence
farmland purchases in two ways. Firstly, it would increase the purchasing power of farmers for
investments such as ag land. Secondly, a lower overnight cash rate will lead to a weaker Australian
dollar, everything else equal. A lower AUD increases export competitiveness and, therefore, potential
operating profits.

Farmland Demand on the Road to Recovery
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Opening Allocations Expected to
Be Very Low in sMDB for 2019/20
Inflows to storages remain well below long-term average. While there was some rainfall across
much of the Murray-Darling Basin in May, this only served to wet catchments, and a severe rainfall
deficiency continues. Across the entire Murray-Darling Basin, total storage levels had fallen to 32%
by the end of May 2019.
Another round of seasonal determination guidance pointed towards low opening allocations,
unless there is significant rainfall. Under a dry scenario, opening allocation in the Southern
Murray-Darling Basin with be 20% or less, depending on the system. Under this scenario, full
allocation will not be reached.
The first 2019/20 seasonal determination announcement will be released on Monday, 1 July.
Michael Harvey
Senior Analyst
Dairy
+61 3 9940 8407
michael.harvey@rabobank.com

There is limited good news on the horizon in terms of the seasonal conditions. The latest
climate outlook from the Bureau of Meteorology suggests a drier-than-normal winter. This will
likely lead to ongoing strong demand for irrigation water amid the ongoing dry conditions.
Irrigators will be planning their water management strategy accordingly. While trade volumes
have been low for weeks, according to market reports, allocation prices across the southern
Murray-Darling Basin market continue to trade at AUD 500/megalitre.

What to watch

Water

•

Increased focus on long-term water security. The Almond Board of Australia (ABA) has called
for a moratorium on all new water-use licences in the southern Murray-Darling Basin. While
Citrus Australia does not agree with a moratorium, it does support a review of the system to
ensure supply of water where and when it is necessary.

MDB Water Storage Levels Nearing 30%
Water storage in the Murray-Darling Basin, 2013-2019
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Dry Start Will Subdue Local Price Pressure
A relatively dry start to the season across many of Australia’s major cropping regions will
subdue local demand, unless rains arrive during June. In this case, a flurry of hand-to-mouth
purchases may elevate local prices.
Local planting of the winter crop is progressing. We expect planted area to be well below the fiveyear average again this season, only marginally above last season’s record-low area. Small area will
be most impactful for phosphate demand, already reduced by high farm carry-over stocks
following the east coast drought. Local demand for urea will be largely impacted by how the
season develops. If significant rains continue in the east and arrive at all in the west, a flurry of late
orders may elevate prices rapidly.
Our bearish view on global fertiliser markets is unchanged month-on-month, primarily based
on expectations of continuing low demand. US planting of spring wheat, corn, and soy is
progressing, albeit slowly due to poor weather. This month saw an escalation of the US-China
trade war, which should have further incentivised US farmers to plant more corn and, in turn, buy
more fertiliser.
Wes Lefroy
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A new tender for 778,000 tonnes of urea from India gave urea benchmarks a shot in the arm this
month. Alongside a weaker AUD/USD – down AUc 1.3 MOM – AUD-adjusted global urea
benchmarks (spot FOB Middle East) increased 12% MOM, closing at AUD 394/tonne during the
last week of May. DAP prices were stable month-on-month. AUD-adjusted global DAP
benchmarks were up 3% MOM, a direct result of currency.

What to watch
•

Fertiliser

IPL Gibson Island plant. At the announcement of their half-yearly results this month, Incitec Pivot
announced a AUD 49m increase in the gas bill for its QLD Gibson Island ammonia and urea plant.
CEO Jeanne Johns announced that a price cut would be needed for the plant to remain open. If
the plant were forced to close, IPL has said ammonia would be imported, although the primary
distribution centre at the site will continue to operate and service customers.

Currency and Seasonal Northern Hemisphere
Demand Elevated Global Prices MOM
AUD-adjusted global benchmarks
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AUD Falls (Yet) Again – And We Now
Think the Bottom Will Be Lower
We have revised down our forecasts for the AUD and now expect it to reach USc 66 within
12 months, as monetary policy in the US and Australia diverges.
In the US, we expect monetary policy to ease, but not till 2020. On 1 May, the Fed kept the target
range for the federal fund rate unchanged at 2.25% to 2.50%, stating that it didn’t see a strong case for
a rate move either way. The committee “continues to view sustained expansion of economic activity,
strong labor market conditions, and inflation near the Committee's symmetric 2 percent objective as
the most likely outcomes”. We feel differently. With the yield curve still partially inverted, Rabobank
continues to expect the economy to fall into recession in 2H 2020. Consequently, we think that the Fed
will be forced to start cutting rates – but not until 2020.
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Meanwhile, Australia will likely cut rates very soon. In a speech on 21 May, the RBA Governor stated
that the bank would consider the case for a rate cut at its 4 June meeting. He noted that a decrease in
the overnight cash rate “would likely be appropriate” if there was no further improvement in the labour
market (and the unemployment rate remained around the 5% mark). We maintain our view that rates
will be cut soon and that several cuts will be required in this cycle.
The AUD was trading at just above AUc 69.3 on 27 May – down almost a cent on a month prior, and
7.3 cents off the peak seen in May 2018.
Rabobank forecasts the AUD to hit USc 66 by May 2020.

What to watch

FX

•

The yield curve. It is important to distinguish between coincident, lagging, and leading indicators.
The US economy may be growing at a rate of 3.2%, but this does not tell us anything about
growth in the future. Inversions of the yield curve have a strong forecasting record when it comes
to recessions 12 to 18 months in the future. The explanation for the current yield curve inversion
at the short end is that investors expect short-term rates to fall in 2020. We take the inversion of
the yield curve seriously and continue to expect the economy to fall into recession in 2H 2020.

AUD Falls Again, Moving Closer to Our
12-Month Forecast
Australian/US dollar cross rate
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Higher Prices Ahead for Brent Crude
Despite finishing lower month-on-month, Rabobank maintains its outlook for Brent crude to move
toward USD 75/bbl in the weeks ahead, buoyed by a seasonal pick-up in demand and geopolitical
tensions.
Negative macro fundamentals and unseasonal growth of US inventories pushed Brent crude back
below the USD 70/bbl mark this month. The escalation of the US-China trade war prompted a selldown in ‘risk assets’ such as oil, while a strengthening US dollar also brought some selling pressure
to the market.
Ahead of the northern hemisphere summer, it was another move upward for ocean freight prices
this month. The Baltic Dry Index finished up 26% MOM.
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